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IABSTRACT

TlmporaturoN obtained from an Ordnanv, Aorophystcs Laboratory

w\ind-tunnol ttot on a Von Karnman radomo are wtudied ind put into fune-

tional form for theoretical analysls of radome thormal stresses. It was

found that tho radome wall temperature can be expressed analytically by

a single function that defines1 the temperatures at all points in the wall

except for a short length near the tip, for which another expression is do-

veloped. The single function can be further separated by variables into

two functions, one of which dexcribes the spanwise distribution and the

other the wall-thickness distribution of the temperature. This finding is

highly advantageous mathematically.

The Rnalytical and test results are presented and compared in

Figures 1, 2, and 3 and recorded in two tables. Good agreement between

experiment and analysis was found to exist, with the difference range

generally not in excess of approximately ±7 percent while being less than

half this amount in most cases. The derived function overestimates the

maximum temperatures by about 0. 5 percent, but this is a conservative

feature insofar as the theoretical prediction of thermal stress is con-

cerned. The range of experimentad error in the original data was reported

by the test engineers also to be about ±7 percent.
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INTRODUCTION

Thle current investigation of radome thermal stresses has been conducted by

seeking solutions to a sequence of problems upon which the final solution depends.

The early studies dealt with the nosecap behavior and can be identified LiJL)Ugh

the bibliography of Reference (b), and the general theory for the radome wall

behavior is doveloped in Reference (b). Auxiliary investigations on normal stress

and momeat factors, second-order stiffness functions, and elastic-axis location are

iufer.1100d A141 in (ON. From thcs ztdies, it was learniwd that the Is•'' is

amenable to numerical evaluation of the bending-moment, normal-stress, and shearing-

stress resultants, and the stresses and displacements. All of these quantities

bear directly on the overall solution in the critical respect that the absence

of any one of them prevents the determination of various unknowns, without which

no definite solution for the thermal stresses can be obtained.

After it was learned that the above mentioned problems could be coped with,

the thermoelastic mechanical properties of the radome construction material were

examined in Reference (c). Therein it was discovered that these properties can

be treated analytically, or, if such treatment should prove to be too cumbersome,

they can be handled by certain carefully defined numerical techniques for integra-

tion and differentiation.

We then heard that everyone involved desired to see the theoretical solutions

correlated with OAL*tests that were carried out on Von Karman radomes. Since the

Von Karman radome is a markedly different structure than any of those for which

theoretical solutions have been evolved, the geometric characteristics were

examined in Reference (d). It is shown in (d) that both principal radii of

curvature vanish at the tip of a Von Karman radome and the major one vanishes at

the base. These characteristics can lead to infinite discontinuities in the

stress and moment formulas if one fails to introduce suitable restrictions in

advance. If such restrictions turn out to be unavailable, the analyst must

provide functional continuity by another means which will be discussed subsequently

when appropriate.

Furthermore, the Von Karman shape possesses aerodynamic characteristics at

all Mach numbers that are absent or negligible in the usual missile cones and

ogives above Mach 2. The effect on the temperature distribution can be observed

* OAL - Ordnance Aerophysics Laboratory, General Dynamics.
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In Figures 2 and 3 herein near the tip of the test radome. The phenomenon is

caused by a transonic zone* embedded in the flow field between a detached shock

wave and the blunt tip, and it has a suprisingly large effect on the maximum

temperatures in the first inch or so of length measured from the tip of the

radome. To prepare for this contingency, the previous investigation (Reference

(a)) was undertaken. It proved to be tedious, but its conclusion was gratifyingly

fruitful in the excellent correlation that it has led to in this report.

NOMENCLATURE

A,B: Constants

F: Fahrenheit

M: Mach number

R: Radius, inches

T: Temperature, aF or OR

V: Velocity, fps

Z: Geometric axis of radome

c: Half thickness of radomp shell wall c=h/2, inches; specific heat

f : Function

h: Wall thickness of radome shell, inches

k: Coefficient of thermal conductivity, Btu/ft-hr-0 F

t: Length, inches

i,n: Positive integers; 1,2,3,....

p: Pressure, psi or psf

t: Time, seconds

v: Volume, cubic inches

x: Wall-thickness variable ratio, x=y/c

y: Wall thickness variable, inches

z: Coordinate along Z-axis, inches

Y: Specific heat ratio, c p/cv (-y = 1.4 for air)

Coordinate angle, degrees or radians

See footnote below equation (1) in the text section entitled "Temperature

Dist ribution".

2.
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The following symbols appear as subscripts:

a: Values at outer surface "a"

c: Values at central surface "c"

n,i: Numerical indices

o: Free-stream properties; origin or initial (zero)

p: Pressure

s: Values at inner surface "s"

t: Total--in reference to total temperature; thermal

v: Volume

TW4PERATURE DISTRIBUTION

It was shown in Reference (a) that temperatures along the exterior surface

of a blunt radome in the transonic zone* can be represented by

Ta = T - sin2* (AO + Alsec 2 * - A2 cos
2
*)

2  (1)
a ao

where T is located along the radome's outer surface by the coordinate angle *,a

which is defined and illustrated in References (a), (b), and (d),while two specific

values are shown in the sketch herein at the top of Figure 3. And the temperature

at the tip (*-0), or leading edge, of the radome is denoted by T as indicatedao

by equation (1).

After the air mass moves beyond the transonic zone, the surface temperature

can be represented by

T = T - sin 2(B - Býcoset) 2  (2)
a ao 0

where, in general, the constants A. and B. in equations (1) and (2) cannot be

computed directly, but they can be found from experimental data or numerical

analyses; as is illustrated in Figures 1, 2, and 3.

* This terminology is defined in Reference (e), p. 270; i.e., a supersonic free
stream approaches a blunt body and is reduced to a subsonic flow by passing through
a detached shock wave. As the flow continues in the zone between the shock wave
and the blunt nose, its speed increases to again become supersonic. The flow is
called transonic if both subsonic and supersonic regions are present in the field.

3.
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In Figure 1, part of the plotted data was reported in References (f) and (i),

while a computer program for the remainder was described in Reference (h) with

the applicable results listed in Table 4 on Figure 4 in Appendix A of the present

report. The temperatures in Table 4 on Figure 4 were computed as constant, or

average, values in the segmental volumes shown in Figure 4. These averages are

plotted in Figure 1 at the thermal-mass-centers of the volume elements discussed

in Appendix A. A thermal-mass-center (located by :t) differs from the volume-

element centroid owing to the temperature variant coefficient of thermal con-

ductivity (k) of the wall material, which was Pyroceram 9606 in the test radome.

Necessary formulas for the thermal-mass-center computations are given in Appendix

A where also the variable k-values are listed in Table 3. The centers were

calculated for interior elements (Figure 4) at xt = -0.751; the second row from

the interior, at 7t = -0.248 to -0.253; the row above the center line, from

xt = +0.247 to +0.253; and the top row of elements was found to lie at approxi-

mately ýt = +0.90.

The regression equations developed from the analytical and experimental data

for the cross sections shown in Figure 1 have the general form

3
n

(T)•T• ix Tc + T, ix + T2 x + iX3 (3)

n=o

wherein Tc = Tc( ) is the spanwise function for the temperature distribution

along the central surface of the radome wall, and x=y/c is the wall-thickness

variable ratio, which is illustrated in the upper right-hand corner of Figure 1.

The remaining Tni are coefficients that vary with the spanwise (*-dependent)

location of each cross section of the wall as denoted by the index "i".

Exemplification of their magnitudes is furnished by the formulas that follow.

(T)= = 352 + 482x + 388x2 + 98x3 (4)

LI.

L -i
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(T) *=61°37 '2" = 239 + 337x + 295x2 + 85X' (5)

(T) =62002, = 238 + 335x + 294x2 + 84x` (6)

(T) 231 + 325x + 284x2 + 81x' (7)

(T)*=6504'03"= 226 + 318x + 276x2 + 78x3  (8)

(T)t=66'13 = 223 + 312x + 270x2 + 76x2 (9)

=(T) =83027,35, 182 + 236x - 186xk + 45x3  (10)

After finding the surface temperatures by regression analysis of the cross-

sectional distributions discussed above in connection with Figure 1, the constants

(T ao, Bo, and B2 ) of equation (2) were calculated statistically to obtain

T = 1319 - (26.34-20.53cos 2
*)2sin

2 , 61037'42" - * - 900 (11)a

which is shown in Figure 2 along with the plotted data employed in the calculations.

Furthermore, in order to furnish an illustration of the application ol equation (I),

the Ai were computed from the diamond-shaped data points (Figure 2 ) that are

plotted in the first inch of the radome length measured from the tip. Through

the boundary layer along the outer surface of the radome, air-flow and heat-

exchange calculations are carried out by using appropriate Reynold's nuLbersI

with laminar flow followed by a transition to turbulent flow over the region

affected by the transonic zone between the shock wave and the radome suzrface.

which produces the circumstances wherein equation (1) is applicable. Two

expressions were used to meet therequirements in the first inch from Cie tip,

and they are

T - 1319 - (91.16 - ll.13secz* - 78.60cos`ý): sin:', (o * V41'12 (I!)
a

5.
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Table I. Coordinatoe of Von Karman Test Radome,

'tI'1 diNUt. to r a min $ coS t Tip dist. to Tip dist. to
o•r url', ctr. surf. inner surf.
J -.... UI.) (deu-ndn-vec) ((in.) (in.)

0 0 0 0 1 0.1669 0.3338
0.06 0.0868 42-38-42 0.677,454 0.735,567 ....

.105 .1321 46-40-53 .727,545 .686,056 ,1908 --

.1742 .1924 50-19-12 .769,626 .638,480 .2350 .3338

.1824 .1999 50-37-07 .772,942 .634,482 .2617 .3410
.2825 .2773 53-41-17 .805,807 .592,184 .3)65 .4305
.34 .3185 54-57-52 .818,797 .574,083 .4118 .4835
.3743 .3424 55-37-41 .825,389 .564,566 .4449 .5154
.45 .3929 56-52-18 .837,449 .546,516 .5183 .5866
.5742 .4715 58-29-13 .852,536 .522,674 .6396 .7050
.8 .6037 60-37-54 .871,487 .490,423 .8613 .9226
.9357 .6788 61-37-42 .879,889 .475,186 .9951 1.0545

1 .7128 62-02 .883,22 .468,96 1.0586 1.1172
1.3167 .8748 63-43-59 .896,738 .442,555 1.3720 1.4273
1.644 1.0315 65-04-03 .906,807 .421,545 1.697 1.75
2 1.1924 66-13 .915,08 .403,28 2.0504 2.1008
3 1.6072 68-34 .930,84 .365,42 3.0457 3.0914
4 1.9828 70-12 .940,88 .338,74 4.0423 4.0847
5 2.3304 71-27 .948,05 .318,13 5.0398 5.0795
7.075 2.9845 73-26-14 .958,51 .285,06 7.1106 7.1463

14.15 4.7730 77-52-50 .977,51 .209,95 14.1762 14.2025
16.3635 5.2345 79-03-45 .981,835 .189,74 16.3872 16.4109
21.225 6.0543 81-39-54 .989,42 .145,07 21.2431 21.2613
24 6.4184 83-27-35 .993,493 .113,900 24.0142 24.0285
28.3 6.75 90 1 0 28.3 28.3

9.
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Table 2. Computed and Measured Temperatures for 28.3" x 6.75" Von Karman Test Radome

Tip dist. to
outer surf. 0"i 0.94" ." 1.2

x T(OF) T(OF) T( 0 F) T°F)

(thk. ratio) Ref. (h)* Eq (4) Ref. (h)* Eq (5) 1 Ref. (i) Eq (6) Ref. (h)* Eq (7)

+ 1 1319 956 950 951 920
+ 0.90 1,228 916 879
+ .75 973 694 689 669
+ .50 702 493 610 491 475
+ .25 498 499 343 342 341 331 331

0 352 239 355 238 231
- .25 210 253 160 172 171 156 167
- .50 196 133 205 133 129
- .75 167 122 116 116 119 113
- 1 160 113 155 112 109

Tip dist. to
outer surf. 1.644" 2" 24"

x T( 0 F) T( 0 F) T (F)
(J.hk,. raio). ExD.** Ea (8) Ref. (i) Ea (9) ExP,** Ref. (i) Eq (10)

+ 1 899 880 881 570 648
+ 0.75 653 641 483
+ .50 464 552 457 345 353
+ .25 324 319 254

0 226 320 223 202 182
- .25 163 161 134
- .50 126 182 125 118 105
- .75 109 109 91
- 1 106 106 136 105 87 95 87

* Reference (h) data are shown herein on Figure 4 in Table 4 of Appendix A.

** These measured temperatures are reported in Reference (i) for OAL wind-tunnel
test No. 6053 at four seconds.

10.
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(4) The central-surface temperatures (Tc) computed in step (1) were analyzed

by minimizing the squared-error function to find the regression formula

that is shown in Figure 3.

(5) The single function T = T af(x) of equations (22) and (23) was developed

by statistical analysis of all of the temperatures secured from steps

(1) to (4), inclusive, and is shown in Figures 1 to 4, inclusive.

It was found generally that the regression formulas, equations (4) to (10),

(14) to (16), and (18) to (22), inclusive, are in good agreement with the analytical

values from References (f) and (h) and the test data from Reference (i) which were

reported to have computational and experimental-error ranges within ±7 percent.

The computed wall interior temperatures from Reference (i) appear to be high.

The inner-surface values at 1.12 and 2.10 inches from the tip are 46 and 28 per-

cent above the measured temperature of 106 0F at 1.75 inches from the tip, and they

are 38 and 30 percent higher than the regression values at the 1.12 and 2.10 inch

locations (Table 2, where the outer-surface tip distances are given as 1, 2, and

1.644 inches for the above mentioned inner-surface points). At 24 inches from the

tip, the analytical value is about 9 percent above the measured temperatLIe of 870F

(Table 2). Such higher values can result from the use of coefficients of thermal

conductivity (Table 3) that vary insufficiently with the Pyroceram wall temperature.

Overall, it is observed that the general equations derived in Reference (a),

such as equations (1) and (2) in the present text, provide an excellent means for

correlation and functional representation of the temperature distributions when

employed with empirical coefficients obtained from numerical flow calculations that

include the exchange of heat from air to wall through the boundary layer and heat

conduction in the wall toward the base of the radome.

CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that the temperature function, chr~virng from this investigation

are suitable for evaluatio.is of radome thermal strets%?s. Furthermore, they provide

the only means now available to us for the correlation of ogive and Vcn Karman

radome thermal-stress analyses in addition to being useJ in correlating test

results and theory.

11
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- t L 28.3"

2411

6.75"
test

6 5 *04 '03"'83 '27 ' 35"

14 00 
.2,) a

Ti 1 319.(26.34-20.53cos )sire*-1

1200 0 Experimental, OAL. test #6053 @4 sec. Ref. Mi
0 Regression Eqs. 4 to 10, inclusive

A Conical-flow */heat-.transfer caic. (Ref. (i)

010 Transonic zone (or laminar-flow/transition)
100-AZ example, also see Fig. 2.

C ~(*Taylor..McCall theory)

80

H

.(See Fig. 2)

T -35Z-(l3.19..4.79cos-'*)
2 sin 2*

H 400 -- _

200

"TT 1 60-(8.639-3.013jC0oS,,)
2 s8iJ*

Fi. 0 1_2_22.3 25.3 28.3

Distance from tip (inches)

Fi.3 EXTERIOR, CENTRAL, AND INTERIOR SURFACE SPANWISE TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 28.3"x 6.75" VON KARMAN TEST RADOME
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APPENDIX A. Thermal-Mass Centers of Volume Segments.

The computer program of Reference (h) was set up for numerical analysis of the

transfer of heat from air to wall and along the wall toward the radome base for the

finite volume segments that are identified in Figure 4. The temperatures listed in

Table 4 that resulted from the computer program were obtained as constants within

their respective volume elements. There is one point in each finite increment of

volume where the constant, or volume average, temperature equals the true wall value

at the same point, and it is the thermal-mass-center of the element of volume. A

few of these were evaluated to dscertain their effect on the temperature distribution.

The thermal-mass center can be located with the ratio it, where x = y/c is

defined by the sketch in the upper right-hand corner of Figure 1. The values of yt

can be computed from the following equations:

(*2

v = 2r\ rRd4dR (24)

2

kv 27T krRd*dR (25)

*1 F1

k v Yt 2TT ykrRdIdR (26)

where I and *2 are the values of the coordinate angle at the beginning and end,

respectively, of the volume element; P4 and R2 are the radial coordinates of

the lower and upper surfaces (Figure 4), respectively, of the volume element; v

is the volume in cubic inches; k is the temperature-dependent coefficient of thermal

conductivity (Table 3); and r is the cross-sectional radius measured vertically frrn

15.
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Table 3. Variations with Temperature of Thermal
Properties of Pyroceram 9606

T k C
p

( 0 F) (Btu/ft-hr-0 F) (Btu/ib-*F)

77 2.661 0.210

122 2.492 .215

212 2.322 .223

392 2.105 .234

572 1.911 .244

752 1.790 .253

932 1.742 .262

1,292 1.717 .277

(1) Over the above temperature range, the unit weight remains constant at
162.3 pcf.

(2) k = coefficient of thermal conductivity.

(3) c = specific heat at constant pressure.

(4) The above tabulated data were obtained from Reference (g).

16.
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the. I on t I tudilna I ax1 I . f ti hi ImI (,111o, (A I;•.'I m IV Ro ll t, li'eOm (0 ) a nd (d)). A ld wIlli Ills,

foregoing r-clIuL onls, it weis I ound 014t

El. (I)- + n.903 NI. (8): + O0.H9M
El. (9): + .253 x I.(Is). + ,e4 ý

EI.(16): - .248 AI. (I): - , J N
S1.(61 - .746 II.•'s): - ,7 I

where "El. (No.)" refers to the nutmberod elements of vwolmi shown In FIgkkr 4.

Changes in the above values are s•ight, and Che ioomptated tomporaturoo wr'e ploctL d

at +0.90, tO.25, and -0.75.

18.
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APPENDIX B. Revised Thermal-Mass Center Calculations.

The method of finding the thermal-mass center to locate the position of a

constant temperature that is calculated as an average value in a volume segment

is revised. The revision is compared with the method of Appendix A that was

employed in the temperature-distribution investigation in the text; and

it was found that the difference between the two methods affected the results to

a negligible extent.* There may be other cases, however, where the difference

becomes significant. Therefore, the new method is reconmnended for use in future

studies that are similar to the present investigation.

In the text, the experimental and theoretical temperature data were plotted

at the thermal-mass-centers of the volume segments of the test radome wall.

These mass-center locations were based on the heat variant coeffic'.ent of thermal

conductivity (k) given in Appendix A.

Upon further consideration of the problem, we observed that this method leads

to location of a volume-average value of k, which does not necessarily coincide

with the position of the volume-average temperature. Calculation of the mass-

center position of the average temperature is discussed in subsequent parts of

the present appendix.

The computer program of Reference (h) was set up for numerical analysis of

the transfer of heat from air to wall and through the wall interior toward the

radome base for the volume elements that are identified in Figure 4. The

temperatures listed in Table 4 that resulted from the computer program were

obtained as constants within their respective volume elements. There is one

point in each finite increment of volume where the constant, or volume-average,

value equals the true wall temperature at the same point, and it is the

thermal-mass-center of the element of volume. A few of these were evaluated

to ascertain their effect on the temperature distribution.

The thermal-mass-center can be located with the ratio it, where x=y/c is

defined in the nomenclature listing. The values of ýt are computed with the

following equations:

* The effect amounted to less than 0.1 percent.

19.



v , r~dldR (27)

vTa v IT? TrRd*dR (28)

V,'av " u RyTrdldR (29)

whoro and are the valuas of the coordinate angid at the beginning and end,

respoctively, ot tho volume element; R1 and N. are the radial coordinates or tihe

lower and upper u'rftace (Qagur, 4), ruspectively, of the volumO 0lement; v is

the volumn in ctbic inchea; T equals the temporature at any point in the segment

of volume; and r im rho cross-sectional radius measured vortically from the

longitudinal axis of tile radome. With the foregoing t ons and temperature

data from tile text, it was found that

; t ;t:

El. (1): + 0.906 El. (8): + 0.895
El. (9): + .254 El.(15): + .252
H1.(16): - .24.2 El.(21): - .246
El.(61): - .748 EI.(65): - .751

where "El. (No.)" refers to the numbered elements of volume shown in Figure 4.

The preceding numerical values Of ;t were used to check the results that are

reported herein, akid it was learned that they produce a negligible effect (less

than 0.1 percent). Nevertheless, equations (1) to (3), inclusive, are the

correct ones to use for plOtting thle volume-average temperatlires; and future

cases may come up wherein It is essential to use them in preference to equations

(24), (25), and (26) of Appendix A. We recommend their adoption, therefore, for

the purpose at hand.

20.
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